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In this Issue
Our feature story for the final newsletter
for 2018 focuses on the CAPRISA researchers who feature in the list of the
world’s most highly cited researchers
published by the Web of Science’s Clarivate Analytics.
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CAPRISA researchers &
research associates among
world’s most
Highly Cited Researchers

On page 2 we report on the 9th annual
HIV Prevention workshop co-hosted by
the Ragon Institute, CAPRISA, AHRI and
HPP in the Drakensberg, South Africa.
We feature the Al Sumait award presented to Salim Abdool Karim by the Kuwait
Foundation for the Advancement of Science and spotlight Quarraisha Abdool
Karim’s contribution to the documentary,
The Last Mile on page 3.
On page 4 we report on the preparations
for the NIH-funded CONTEXT study and
congratulate our scientists on receiving
the prestigious TWAS prizes.
For this final issue we include a special
feature capturing highlights at CAPRISA
during 2018 on pages 5&6.
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P

rofessors Salim Abdool Karim,
Lynn Morris, Bruce Walker and
Dan Barouch are in the list of the
world’s most highly cited researchers
published this week by the Web of Science’s Clarivate Analytics. The list includes 6,078 scientists – 4,058 scientists for outstanding contributions in
one of 21 fields of the sciences and social sciences while 2,020 scientists for
having exceptional performance across
multiple fields.

(n=2,639) of the 2018 Highly Cited Researchers are from the United States.
The second ranked country is the United Kingdom with 546 (9.0%) of the
listed researchers, followed by China
with 482 (7.9%) of the researchers.

Clarivate Analytics, which is part of
the Web of Science, produced this
2018 annual list of the world’s most influential researchers by citations in the
sciences and social sciences. Researchers are included in this list based
Only 10 South African scientists
on their exceptional research perfor(primary affiliation in South Africa) are mance, determined by production of
on the list. By university affiliation, there multiple highly cited papers that rank in
are 3 scientists from the University of
the top 1% by citations for field and
Cape Town (UCT), 2 in each of Univer- year in Web of Science for the period
sity of Stellenbosch (US), University of 2006 to 2016. An alternate criterion for
Pretoria (UP) and University of the Wit- selection is a citation count to highly
watersrand (Wits) and 1 from the Unicited papers that ranks a researcher in
versity of KwaZulu-Natal (UKZN).
the top 1% by citations in a field of research for the period 2006-2016.
This year’s list includes 17 Nobel
For more details and to access the full list see:
laureates, including two of this year’s
https://hcr.clarivate.com/#
prize winners. More than 40%
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9th HIV Prevention Workshop hosted by
CAPRISA, Ragon Institute, AHRI & HPP

S

enior and young investigators from across the
globe attended the 9th annual HIV prevention
workshop, hosted by CAPRISA, the Ragon
Institute, AHRI and HPP, held in the tranquillity of
the Drakensberg at the Cathedral Peak hotel, on the
12-16th November. The meeting focused on broadly neutralizing antibodies (bNAbs) and vaccine research as the field moves towards longer term immune based prevention strategies.

distributed in the body using a macaque model and
ground-breaking microscopy techniques.
The sessions on bNAbs and vaccines focussed
on antibody structure and the impact on vaccine
design; how to target HIV reservoirs as well as HIV
eradication and cure.

Notable talks included the importance of priming
during vaccine trials to elicit bNAbs (Bill Schief); the
conformational changes of HIV envelope during reThe meeting kicked off with a discussion on
achieving the UNAIDS goal of 90-90-90, to achieve ceptor or antibody binding (Pamela Bjorkman); the
central nervous system (Alex Sigal) and lymph
epidemic control. This session included discussion
around the need to improve ART access to males to nodes (Zaza Ndhlovu) as reservoir sites and their
role in viral evolution and escape during ART; and
prevent HIV transmission to young females
(Quarraisha Abdool Karim), to better implement test the role of viral evolution and diversity in latency
establishment (Melissa-Rose Abrahams, Kavidha
and treat strategies (Mark Siedner), the epidemioReddy, Kamini Gounder and Jaclyn Mann), and
logical pathways of HIV transmission (Frank
bNAb development (Bongiwe Ndlovu).
Tanser), and some enlightening and worrying findings about the lack of uptake of ART in young womThe final session focused on future HIV prevenen, even though they understood the risks of HIV
tion
strategies. Talks included the use of bNAbs as
(Krista Dong).
PrEP and the use of innate stimulants for the reverThe other three sessions of the day focussed on sion and eradication of HIV latency (Dan Barouch);
host and epigenetics, strategies and models of HIV the potential use of monkey bNAbs in passive imvaccine and cure research, and tissue-specific HIV munisation and the benefits of the primate models
(Mario Roederer); the modification of bNAbs for iminfection and the role this plays in prevention and
proved efficacy (Lucio Gama); and the hurdles faced
cure strategies.
with the use of bNAbs (Mohammad Sajadi).
Notable talks included how epigenetics can be
Delegates were treated to a welcome respite
used to determine the regulation of mucosal immunifrom the scientific discussions with an amazing array
ty (Paul Mclaren) and how transcriptomics can be
of activities that included a guided hike, a guided
used to assess risk of HIV acquisition (Lyle Mckinquad bike tour, a zip line canopy tour, and a helicopnon), how CD8+ T cells can migrate against blood
ter ride to Cathedral Peak. Delegates left the meetflow to perform antiviral activity (Uli Von Andrian),
ing inspired by novel ideas.
and how gut CD4+ T cells are irreversibly depleted
(Hendrik Kløverpris). Tom Hope delivered a visually
stimulating talk on how antibodies and viruses are
- Ross Cromarty
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CAPRISA Director awarded prestigious Kuwait
prize for his research contributions

P

rofessor Salim Abdool Karim Director of CAPRISA, was
awarded the prestigious Al-Sumait Prize, $500,000 and
a gold medal, for research contributions to African Development by the Amir of Kuwait at a special event held in Kuwait on 5 December. The Al-Sumait prize “recognizes the best
studies, scientific projects, applied research, and innovative
initiatives that have a significant impact and lasting influence
on advancing progress to economic and social development in
Africa”.
The award was established by His Highness Sheikh Sabah
Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah, the Amir of the State of Kuwait in
2013 and is named after the late Dr Abdulrahman Al-Sumait, a
Kuwaiti medical doctor who dedicated his life to raising funds
to support humanitarian and charity work for health, education
and food projects for the less fortunate in African Nations. The
Kuwait Foundation for the Advancement of Sciences (KFAS)
and a Board of Trustees oversee the prize.
Professor Françoise Barré-Sinoussi, Chair of
CAPRISA’s Scientific Advisory Board congratulated him on receiving this award, saying “this is a well-deserved recognition
for Professor Abdool Karim for his excellent research that has
made a major impact on the HIV epidemic in Africa”.
Abdool Karim said he was honoured and humbled to be a
recipient of this prize. “It is really a recognition for the hundreds
of scientists who have toiled many hours in their laboratories,
clinics and communities in undertaking studies with me over
the last 30 years. I am deeply thankful to the thousands of indi- Professor Salim S. Abdool Karim receiving the 2018 Al-Sumait
Prize from the Amir of Kuwait, His Highness Sheikh Sabah Alviduals who have participated in these studies – none of this
could have been achieved without their dedication and commit- Ahmed Al-Jaber Al-Sabah, and the Director-General of the Kuwait Foundation for the Advancement of Science (KFAS), Dr
ment”.
Adnan A. Shihab Eldin.
Dr Adnan Shihab-Eldin, Director General of the KFAS,
which administers the prize told the audience that this years
Laureates had been working tirelessly to improve life expectinent of Africa and beyond and their dedication and determinatancy and quality of life for millions of people living on the con- tion was truly inspiring”.

‘The Last Mile’ – documentary featuring Quarraisha Abdool
Karim, Denzel Washington & Tom Hanks
is one of the interviewees, reflecting on the devastation of
the epidemic particularly in Africa and the significant gains
made thirty years on. Her message is clear: there is no
time for complacency as new HIV infections continue to
spread at unacceptable levels. Abdool Karim is the UNAIDS Special Ambassador for Adolescents and HIV.
The 25-minute documentary, released by Coca Cola
and RED, features interviews with Philadelphia cast members Tom Hanks, Denzel Washington and Mary Steenburgen, and screenwriter Ron Nyswaner, who reflect on
the making of the film and how it helped shift societal perceptions about HIV/AIDS from fear to compassion.
Prof Quarraisha Abdool Karim with Ms Kim Snyder director of the Last Mile during the recording in Durban.

A

The Last Mile was released in Toronto on November 30
on the eve of World AIDS Day 2018 (themed: Know your
status), is available globally on streaming platforms including Amazon, iTunes, YouTube and Facebook. Philadelphia
will be re-released in theatres in select cities together with
The Last Mile marking the iconic film’s 25th anniversary.

recently produced short documentary, The Last
Mile, highlights the progress made in the fight
The Last Mile, can be viewed on YouTube at: https://
against HIV/AIDS since the release of the movie
Philadelphia in 1993. CAPRISA’s Quarraisha Abdool Karim www.youtube.com/watch?v=sAt33Q9gAsQ
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NIH site visit in preparation for the CONTEXT
study

L

inda McNeil of FHI360 conducted a site visit at CAPRISA on 3 and 4 December
in preparation for the CONTEXT
study. This study, which is funded
by the National Institutes of Health
(NIH), is a collaboration between
Emory University and CAPRISA
and is led by Emory’s Dr Neel Gandhi and Dr Koleka Mlisana at the

National Health Laboratory Services as the principal investigators
together with Drs Kogie Naidoo
(CAPRISA Head: TB and HIV
Treatment) and Nesri Padayatchi
(Deputy Director, CAPRISA) as coinvestigators. The study is scheduled to start in January 2019 and
aims to determine the role of casual contact and migration in the XDR

transmission in South Africa: a geospatial, genomic and social network study (CONTEXT) - thereby
establishing the proportion of XDR
TB transmission that occurs
through casual contact, and identify
locations where transmission occurs using genomic, social network, and geospatial analyses.

2018 TWAS awards presented to scientists
Abomey-Calavi, Benin (L), who were awarded prizes for research excellence from The World Academy of Sciences (TWAS) on 27 November at the
TWAS 14th general conference held in Trieste, Italy.
Morris received the prestigious TWAS 2018
Prize in Medical Sciences for her “pioneering studies on the neutralising antibody response to HIV
infection that has provided fundamental insights for
HIV vaccine development”. She is the interim Executive Director at the National Institute of Communicable Diseases (NICD) and Research Professor at
the University of Witwatersrand.

W

e congratulate Professor Lynn Morris,
CAPRISA honorary senior scientist,
(centre), Dr Barbara Burmen, senior research officer at the Kenya Medical Research Institute (right) and Associate Professor Sedaminou
Gbenoudon at the Université d'Abomey-Calavi,

The TWAS-Abdool Karim Prize in Biological
Sciences were awarded to Burmen for her
“innovations in the clinical practice, policy and research mentorship, focussed on HIV and tuberculosis”, and to Gbenoudon for her “particular devotion
to research in the field of immunobiology and for
results that change the perception of severe malaria disease”. This prize is sponsored by Salim &
Quarraisha Abdool Karim.
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A review of CAPRISA highlights from 2018
New scientific
discoveries & findings
Total papers: 103; IF>5: 40% CAPRISA 1st author: 38%

Awards and accolades

Quarraisha Abdool Karim
appointed UKZN Pro ViceChancellor (African Health)
and received the 2018
Ward Cates Spirit award

Research led by Drs Veron
Ramsuran and Vivek Naranbhai
sheds new light on how specific
human genes can lead to the faster progression of AIDS-related
illness in people living with HIV
who are not on treatment.

Research led by Drs Aida Sivro
and Lyle McKinnon show that preHIV infection levels of α4β7 expression on peripheral blood CD4+ Tcells was associated with an increase in rates of HIV acquisition in
women from the CAPRISA 004 trial
of tenofovir gel.

Nesri Padayatchi (left), Penny Moore (middle) and
Bavesh Kana (right) individually received the 2018
South African Medical Research Council Scientific Merit award (Silver)
Lynn Morris appointed acting
head of the National Institute
for Communicable Diseases
in Johannesburg and is the
2018 recipient of the TWAS
Prize in Medical Science

Research led by Drs Lenine
Liebenberg and Lyle McKinnon
show that Genital inflammation
increased the risk of HIV acquisition 2.4 fold

Research led by Dr Ayesha
Kharsany showed that HIV prevalence in a community survey in
9,812 men and women from uMgungundlovu district, KwaZuluNatal was 36% overall and was
significantly higher in women
than men (44% vs 28, p<0.001)

Kumeren Govender, a
research placement at
CAPRISA, received a
Rhodes Scholarship to
complete a PhD at Oxford University in the UK

Jienchi Dorward awarded a
Wellcome Trust Clinical PhD
Fellowship to complete a
DPhil at Oxford University in
the UK
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Media and advocacy
CAPRISA was a coorganiser of the 2018
March for Science that
was held in Durban and
attracted over 1000 participants

HIV in South African women profiled in front page article of The Wall Street Journal and in The Atlantic

Impacting policy development and South
Africa’s scientific stature

Lancet HIV paper showing the cycle of transmission shapes the
global & local HIV response

Jerome Singh
principal author of the
WHO guidelines
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Scientific papers published in 2018
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Senior scientist receives CAPRISA Achievement
Award for excellence

P

rofessor Ayesha Kharsany, senior scientist at CAPRISA received the CAPRISA Achievement award for
her study on the HIV incidence in
Vulindlela that received recognition and praise from the CAPRISA Scientific Advisory board.
CAPRISA hosts a
DST-NRF Centre of
Excellence in
HIV Prevention

Kharsany’s data and execution
of the study was highly commended. Dr Nesri Padayatchi
deputy director at CAPRISA presented the award to Kharsany.

CAPRISA hosts a MRC HIV-TB Pathogenesis and Treatment Research Unit
CAPRISA is the UNAIDS Collaborating
Centre for HIV Research and Policy

CAPRISA hosts a DoH-MRC Special
Initiative for HIV Prevention Technology
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